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About the study
This report is the seventh edition of the Deloitte study
on the Swiss watch industry. It is based on an online survey and
interviews conducted between mid-August and mid-September
2020 with 55 senior executives in the watch industry. The
study is also based on an online survey of 5,800 consumers
in China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Singapore,
Switzerland, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom
and the United States.
The year 2020 marks 175 years of Deloitte making an impact
that matters. Today Deloitte is a thriving global organisation,
which has grown to more than 300,000 people proudly carrying
forth a legacy of connection and collaboration. We’re not
trusted because we’ve existed for 175 years. We’ve existed for
175 years because we’re trustworthy.
That’s our legacy. That’s our future.
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2. Industry overview
2.1 COVID-19: Unexpected and
unprecedented
?b_gdX XQc TUp^UT dXU JgYcc gQdSX
industry over the past two decades and
the country holds a unique position within
the luxury segment of the industry. An
estimated 95% of all watches retailing
at over CHF10,000 are produced in
Switzerland. This position, its capacity
for innovation and the exceptional
brand image and tradition of its major
players have enabled the industry to
remain resilient despite changing market
conditions and crises.
The majority of high-end Swiss watches
are mechanical and have been the primary
drivers of growth over the past few years.
Entry-level quartz watches in contrast
S_^dY^eU d_ cetUb Vb_] Q^ Y^SbUQcU Y^
non-Swiss fashion brands, smartwatches,
and less importance being placed on
the ’Swiss made’ label by select fashion
brands operating in this segment and price
range. Today, the Swiss watch industry
is led mainly by a number of well-known
brands including independents such as
I_\Uh) GQdU[ GXY\Y``U) 9eTU]Qbc GYWeUd)
Breitling, Chopard, and those part of large
luxury groups like Omega and Longines
(Swatch Group), Cartier, Jaeger-LeCoultre
and IWC (Richemont) and Hublot, Zenith
and Tag Heuer (LVMH). A number of smaller
independent brands such as MB&F, Richard
DY\\U _b >G A_eb^U) QbU TYtUbU^dYQdY^W
dXU]cU\fUc Vb_] Q Sb_gT _V _fUb 1-- JgYcc
watch brands.
Switzerland has a number of independent
subcontractors and suppliers working
for luxury groups or independent watch
brands. The Swiss watch industry has
developed a specialised horizontal
structure where suppliers, craftsmen and
subcontractors supply movements and
external parts to brands that assemble
dXU p^Q\ `b_TeSd+ CUcc S_]]_^ Yc fUbdYSQ\
integration whereby watches are made

entirely by the same company, called a
‘manufacture’ although these ‘manufacture
brands’ also rely on independent
subcontractors for some components.
Suppliers working for leading brands or
g_b[Y^W _^ c`USYpS S_]`_^U^dc Y^ dXU
high-end segment have fared better than
those working for volume brands in the low
to medium range price point. Generally,
Y^TU`U^TU^d ceRS_^dbQSd_bc QbU dXU pbcd
part in the value chain to experience a
slowdown but also a restart.
Despite growth in global exports from
approximately CHF9 billion in 2000 to
CHF21 billion in 2019, the Swiss watch
industry is cyclical in nature. After a sharp
decrease in 2009 following the 2008
p^Q^SYQ\ SbYcYc %Ri //# Y^ Uh`_bd fQ\eU&)
exports increased strongly in 2010 (by
23% in value) and growth continued
e^dY\ /-.1) \UT ]QY^\i Ri TU]Q^T Vb_]
China and Hong Kong. After a slowdown
in 2015 and 2016, the export industry
returned to growth in 2017 and 2018
gYdX Q 1# Y^SbUQcU Y^ Uh`_bd f_\e]Uc _V
mechanical watches for each of these two
years. The high-end segment experienced
even stronger volume growth of 8% in
2018. The industry as a whole, however,
experienced only moderate growth due to
the continuing decline in entry-level quartz
watches in the face of competition from
smartwatches. An economic slowdown in
China and geopolitical uncertainty in many
regions made 2019 a more challenging
year, with a 3.8% decline in export volumes
of mechanical watches.

=h`_bdc Tb_``UT cYW^YpSQ^d\i Y^ >URbeQbi)
6# O_O Y^ fQ\eU) Red dXU UtUSd _V dXU
pandemic and subsequent lockdown
peaked in April with a debilitating 80%
YoY decline (see Chart 1). This was linked
directly to factory closures in Switzerland
V_b V_eb d_ pfU gUU[c) Q^T W\_RQ\\i ]_cd
boutiques were closed. Exports started to
recover slowly over the summer, although
still substantially down on 2019 levels. Until
the end of August 2020, many brands,
manufacturers and suppliers had part-time
working in place and some even required
employees to take extended summer
holidays. A few leading brands, primarily
active in the high-end segment, and their
respective suppliers, were able to get
back to 100% production capacity as of
September and October.
Leading brands and their suppliers entered
the COVID-19 crisis with stronger balance
sheets and, despite seeing a decrease
Y^ QSdYfYdi) gUbU \UQcd QtUSdUT Ri dXU
pandemic. Already facing a challenging
2019, higher volume brands operating in
the low to medium range segments were
]_cd QtUSdUT+ KXU ce``\YUbc g_b[Y^W gYdX
these brands entered the pandemic with
\_gUb \YaeYTYdi \UfU\c Q^T XQT \Ydd\U RetUb d_
^QfYWQdU dXUcU TYrSe\d dY]Uc+ KXYc \UT c_]U
d_ \Qi*_t dXUYb U]`\_iUUc gXY\U _dXUbc
gUbU V_bSUT d_ cU\\ dXUYb RecY^Ucc) _b cU\\ _t
assets to avoid bankruptcy. It is likely that
dXUcU ce``\YUbc gY\\ S_^dY^eU d_ cetUb Y^ dXU
months ahead.

Hopes were high in January 2020, with the
Y^Tecdbi _t d_ Q W__T cdQbd Q^T XUQTY^W
towards a better year than 2019. COVID-19
intervened unfortunately, leading to one
of the most disruptive periods the Swiss
watch industry has ever faced.
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Chart 1. The impact of COVID-19 on Swiss watch exports
Swiss watch exports - World (2019 vs 2020 monthly comparison)
Value, Mio CHF
Value, Mio CHF
2019
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Change
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Source: Federal Customs Administration, Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH, Deloitte Research

COVID-19 was a perfect storm for the
consumer goods industry in general, and
particularly for fashion and luxury goods.
Coupled with prolonged store closures – in
China, most luxury boutiques were closed
from January to March – the collapse in
worldwide travel removed the industry’s
most valued and valuable consumers.
Ongoing uncertainty about COVID-19 also
dampened consumer sentiment.
The Swiss watch industry is traditional at its
S_bU) bU\iY^W `bY]QbY\i _^ cQ\Uc Qd qQWcXY`
bricks and mortar stores and retail outlets.
The industry recently started developing
Ydc TYWYdQ\ SXQ^^U\c Y^ Q^ Ut_bd d_ WUd S\_cUb
to their end customers. As the pandemic
progressed they were forced to accelerate
their digitalisation and quickly rethink their
business model and strategies to face a
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new reality in which in-store buying was
either impossible, or less comfortable for
customers.
u^ 9`bY\ /-/-) GQdU[ GXY\Y``U Q^^_e^SUT
that it was authorising selected dealers
to sell its current stock of watches
online for a limited period. Although a
temporary measure, it was seen as a small
revolution for this traditional brand given
that it has never sold its watches online.1
Industry giants like the Richemont Group
announced its intention to further develop
its digital capabilities because online retail
sales, although down, grew stronger and
were more resilient, contributing 8% of
Group sales in Q1 2020 compared to 2% in
Q1 2019.2

:bQ^Tc ceSX Qc GYQWUd Q^T uN; _tUbUT
virtual experiences and augmented
reality. Omega rolled out its European
e-commerce site which until 2020 was
restricted to the US and UK. In April,
Breitling shifted its Breitling Summits to
a Webcast Summit to launch its 2020
collections. That same month Cartier
launched an online platform, Watchmaking
Encounters, to showcase its new releases.
Tudor and HYT stayed close to their
customers through increased social media
activity. To keep its community connected,
GQ^UbQY Y^db_TeSUT "Fg^O_ebKY]U) Q^
interactive content platform with live talks
and Q&A sessions. MB&F normally relies
on a network of retail partners to sell its
watches. This summer it ventured online
to sell a portion of their two limited edition
watches crafted in collaboration with H.
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Moser & Cie. MB&F used this foray into
U*S_]]UbSU d_ _tUb cU\USd ]_TU\c V_b Q
limited time on a rotation basis. An industry
pbcd) dXUYb U*cX_` Q\c_ Y^S\eTUT cU\USdUT
pieces sourced from their retail partners;
an initiative accelerated when a majority
of their retailers closed at the height of the
lockdown.
A similar digital acceleration happened
in the collectible watches auction market,
which saw online auctions boom during
lockdown and extended to watches of
all price points. Sotheby’s for example
recorded strong growth driven by its
weekly online auctions, which are now
much more frequent and will comprise a
major part of its business going forward.
Amidst a great deal of uncertainty, the
industry is struggling to adapt and deal
gYdX Q^ e^TUp^UT l^Ug ^_b]Q\m) d_b^
between the hope for a recovery during
the second half of the year, and the fear
of a second wave of the coronavirus. A
resurgence of infections during autumn
and winter, as is currently the case in much

of Europe and the US, would inevitably
force additional restrictions on travel and
freedom of movement.
A second lockdown in the last quarter of
dXU iUQb gYdX cY]Y\Qb ]Qb[Ud UtUSdc Qc cUU^
from March to June would mean substantial
losses for the holiday business season and
a more negative outlook for 2020 exports.
The latest results of Deloitte’s State of the
Consumer tracker, which gauges consumer
RUXQfY_eb Q^T S_^pTU^SU QSb_cc ^UQb\i
20 countries, indicate that only 52% of
consumers feel safe going to shops: this
Yc e` c\YWXd\i Vb_] dXU ce]]Ub %16#&) Red
nowhere near a return to normal.3
2.2 Quartz watches: Continuing drop in
exports and sales
Since 2012, the trend in exports of entrylevel quartz watches has been downwards,
growing more acute in 2019 when export
volumes were 10 million units lower than in
2011. This decline was further accelerated
in 2020 by COVID-19, as illustrated in Chart
/) gYdX Q TUSbUQcU _V Qb_e^T 12# Y^ dXU
pbcd XQ\V _V dXU iUQb+

During times of crisis, those with less
discretionary income have a tendency to
save, and there has been a big impact on
sales of entry-level watches from cautious
spending, growing competition from
similarly priced smartwatches and nonSwiss fashion brands, and less need for the
‘Swiss Made’ label in this price range.
Mechanical watches have driven market
growth in recent years and are partially
responsible for helping the industry
recover from slowdowns and crises over
the past decade. This has also been the
case in 2020 as the mechanical segment
fared better than the overall industry with
Q \UccUb TUS\Y^U _V 00# _fUb dXU pbcd cYh
months. The high-end mechanical segment
(export price above CHF3,000) has been
dXU \UQcd QtUSdUT dXYc iUQb Q^T) Y^ 9eWecd
export sales rebounded back to 2019
volumes. In line with recent years, highend mechanical watches should drive the
recovery of the Swiss watch industry, which
historically has experienced periods of
Wb_gdX QVdUb TYrSe\d dY]Uc+
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Source: Source: Federal Customs Administration, Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH, Deloitte Research
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*&+ 5LMRE1 ;I] JSV VIGSZIV] ERH KVS[XL
Looking at recent annual sales, Swiss watch exports have collapsed in many markets, with the exception of China. Cumulative exports to
China in 2020 until September even increased by 11% compared to the corresponding period in the previous year. The market in China is
growing more strongly than Hong Kong, and this has been the case since 2018.
Chart 3. Swiss watch exports (YoY variation, value)
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020 (Jan-Sep)

Hong Kong

China

19%

19%

Japan

16%
12%

6%

Europe

USA

20%
11%

9%

8% 9%
2%

-3% 3%

-3%

-4%

-8%

-10%

1%

-9%

-4%
-23%

-25%
-32%

-33%
-45%
Note: Data from 2020 consists of Jan-Sep compared to same time period in 2019.
Source: Federal Customs Administration, Deloitte Research

The monthly trajectory in sales in the major markets provides further grounds for optimism. Changes in sales volumes in China correlate
with the timeline of the pandemic and the corresponding lockdown measures. As travel retail relies heavily on Chinese travellers, if we see
a gradual return to normal then the situation in other key export markets may improve.
;XY^Q gQc dXU pbcd S_e^dbi d_ cetUb dXU S_^cUaeU^SUc _V ;FMu<*.6 Q^T dXU pbcd d_ mWUd RQS[ d_ RecY^Uccm+ u^ Ae^U /-/-) cQ\Uc Y^ ;XY^Q
RUWQ^ d_ cX_g Q cdb_^W Y^SbUQcU _V 15# O_O %cUU ;XQbd 1&+ KXYc SQ^ RU QddbYRedUT d_ Q bUdeb^ d_ S_^ce]`dY_^ Q^T Q\c_ bUcd_S[Y^W _V JgYcc
Uh`_bdc Y^ ;XY^Q V_\\_gY^W Q cd_` Y^ `b_TeSdY_^ V_b cUfUbQ\ gUU[c+ KXU bUSU^d\i bU\UQcUT JU`dU]RUb Uh`_bd pWebUc cX_g cdb_^W bUS_fUbi Y^
China and continued decline in the US, Europe and Japan.
Chart 4. The impact of COVID-19 on Swiss watch exports across major markets (2019 vs 2020, value)
Jan
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Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Overall YoY variation

%

79%

-45%

59%
48% 45%

11%
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15%18%
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11%
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1%

-24%

2%

-20%
-1%
-4%
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-2%
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-25%
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-52%
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Hong Kong

Market size
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-38%

-50%
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-66%
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-79%
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China

Japan
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USA

~9%

~8%

~28%

~11%

Source: Federal Customs Administration, Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH, Deloitte Research
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Strong sales in China can imply that the
eagerness of consumers to ‘get back to
normal’ will facilitate a quicker ‘V-shaped’
recovery from the crisis. If true, the
rebound in the second half of the year
S_e\T `QbdYQ\\i S_]`U^cQdU V_b dXU pbcd `Qbd
of the year, with the prospect of a more
sizable rebound in 2021.
However, what is true for the local Chinese
market might not be the case for the rest
of the world. Historically Chinese buyers
have been responsible not only for growth
in China and the rest of Asia, but have also
constituted a large part of the travel retail
sales in Europe and the US. Tourist sales
in big European and US cities as well as in
Switzerland have been attributable in large
part due to Chinese buyers. With travel
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retail down and not expected to recover
fully until at least 2022–2023,1 a return to
growth outside China will prove
]_bU TYrSe\d+
China is also incentivising its citizens to
purchase more domestically, for example
with a generous revision of the duty free
shopping policy at its Hainan Free Trade
G_bd QbUQ+ >b_] . Ae\i /-/-) dXU Tedi VbUU
cX_``Y^W \Y]Yd cYW^YpSQ^d\i Y^SbUQcUT Vb_]
Q``b_hY]QdU\i LJ<1-- d_ LJ<.1)--- `Ub
year which includes the purchase of an
unlimited number of watches provided the
total annual limit is not exceeded.5 This
Ut_bd d_ cdY]e\QdU `ebSXQcUc ]Qi \UQT
Chinese consumers to shift a substantial
portion of their buying power within the
domestic market and away from Hong

Kong, the US and Europe.
Sales and growth curves still need to
normalise, but it is too early to make
Q^i TUp^YdYfU `bUTYSdY_^ QR_ed dXU
post-pandemic market particularly with
;FMu<*.6mc cUS_^T gQfU QtUSdY^W =eb_`U
and the US. There is strong reason to
believe that the recovery will come earlier
across luxury segments in particular,
TbYfU^ Ri S_^ce]Ubcm p^Q^SYQ\ ]UQ^c d_
fund discretionary purchases, including
travel, rather than solely by the (still quite
uncertain) evolution of the macroeconomic
landscape.
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3. Looking ahead
+&) 4I]SRH XLI TERHIQMG
KXU JgYcc gQdSX Y^Tecdbi XQc RUU^ QtUSdUT
in many ways by COVID-19. Global tourism
collapsed due to travel restrictions, which
meant almost no customers in the duty
free stores or shopping malls. Domestic
demand dropped, at least temporarily, due
to lockdowns. The crisis also has had direct
p^Q^SYQ\ S_^cUaeU^SUc V_b ]Q^i `U_`\U)
particularly on their disposable income
and willingness to spend. In our consumer
survey, 29% said that they will postpone
their watch purchase this year and 18%
will not buy a watch because they are only
buying what is necessary.

Many retailers are afraid that customers will
stay away or are staying away because the
shopping experience is not quite the same
with mask obligations, hygiene measures
and social distancing. As mentioned
previously, Deloitte’s State of the Consumer
tracker found that, as of the 3 October
update, only 52% of consumers feel safe
going to shops. It is therefore not surprising
that the outlook is negative for the Swiss
watch industry, the Swiss economy and
its main export markets next year. While
67% of the executives surveyed see a
negative outlook for the Swiss economy,
the number for the Swiss watch industry
is even worse at 85%. Expectations for the

main export markets are better, though still
clearly negative. The fact that the future of
the watch industry is seen as worse than
for the Swiss economy as a whole shows
the seriousness of the current situation
and the monumental challenge facing the
industry.

Chart 5. How do you judge the economic outlook for the next 12 months?
Very positive

Somewhat positive

Neither positive nor negative

Somewhat negative

Very negative

Swiss watch industry

Main export market

Swiss economy

Negative: 85%

Negative: 58%

Negative: 67%
62%

55%
47%

31%

29%

20%

11%

11%
4%

11%

13%
5%

2%

Note: Because of rounding, percentages may not add up to 100. This also applies to all subsequent charts in this report.
Source: Deloitte Research
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+&* BLI 8EV 7EWX ERH LMKL%IRH EVI ZMXEP
for growth
Asia, particularly China, is clearly a
growth region for the year ahead: 77% of
executives are expecting growth in the
market in China, with 35% even predicting
strong growth, and over one-third expect
growth in the Middle East; however a
decline is expected in both Europe and
Hong Kong, as illustrated in Chart 6. As
watch sales in Europe and Hong Kong
have been driven mainly by travel retail
from China, their recovery remains very
uncertain.
China is mentioned most often as the
next big growth market for the Swiss
watch industry in general, followed by the
US and other densely populated Asian

countries like Indonesia, India and Vietnam.
Watch makers are therefore adapting
their products, messaging and strategy
for the lucrative Chinese market. Watches
$ N_^TUbc) ?U^UfQmc qQWcXY` gQdSX VQYb)
previously held in Hong Kong, was held for
dXU pbcd dY]U Y^ JXQ^WXQY Qd dXU RUWY^^Y^W
of September and is currently having a
month-long exhibition in Sanya, a resort on
the island of Hainan.6

can customise their content, customer
experience and communication, all while
accessing Alibaba’s latest technologies.
When looking at growth expectations, it is
clear that the more expensive the watch,
the better the outlook. High-net worth
Y^TYfYTeQ\c QbU \Ucc QtUSdUT Ri dXU SebbU^d
crisis, and in general the luxury segment
is less exposed to economic crises.
Mechanical watches, particularly high-end
ones, have been much more resilient to
crises and slowdowns in the past. They
have driven the recovery in China over the
summer, and this upward trend should
continue.

Launched in 2017, Alibaba’s Tmall
Cehebi GQfY\Y_^ Yc Q^ Y^fYdQdY_^*_^\i :/;
e-commerce platform in China giving
premium watch brands such as Cartier,
Tag Heuer and Zenith the ability to
connect to a wider, local and digitally-savvy
QeTYU^SU+ Cehebi GQfY\Y_^ Q\\_gc RbQ^Tc d_
have dedicated ‘store-fronts’ where they

Chart 6. What are your growth expectations for the Swiss watch industry in the following
regions in the next 12 months?
Strong growth

Medium growth

China

Stagnation

35%

Rest of Asia 2%

42%

31%

North America 4%

20%

12

13%

51%

25%

36%

38%

24%

“2020 will be a historic
year for the Swiss
watch industry with
China becoming
the largest market for
Swiss watches and
Hong Kong losing its
top position
after more than a
decade.”

53%

@IR` DIFIV$
=EREKMRK 6MVIGXSV ERH 3REP]WX$
<Y\YV] 9SSHW$ 4ERO CSRXSFIP 39

71%

49%

4%

16%

53%

Europe 2% 7%

Source: Deloitte Research

29%

49%

Africa 2% 9%

Latin America 4%

20%

56%

Middle East 4%

Hong Kong 5%

Decline

47%
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1+ ;XQ\\U^WUc bU]QY^
,&) 7\XIVREP VMWOW1 ?VSXIWXW ERH TSPMXMGW
?VSXIWXW$ TSPMXMGEP YRGIVXEMRX] and a
strong Swiss Franc
The industry is dealing with more than
just the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2019, the
protests in Hong Kong caused many streets
to close and shops to be boarded up, with
Q ^_dYSUQR\U Y]`QSd _^ cQ\Uc pWebUc ]_^dX
after month. This was a similar situation in
France with the yellow vest protests which
disrupted the country for most of 2019. In
SU^dbQ\ GQbYc) cX_`c gUbU V_bSUT d_ cXed

on a number of Saturdays and landmark
department stores such as Galeries
CQVQiUddU Q^T GbY^dU]`c) Q^T dXU VQ]UT
Boulevard Haussmann were almost empty
of shoppers even in the weeks leading up
to Christmas. As Chart 7 shows, 80% of
executives surveyed believe that these
protests have had a large negative impact
on the watch industry.
According to the majority of executives
surveyed, general political uncertainty,
from the likes of Brexit, the US-China trade

war and upcoming elections in the US,
is having a negative impact on the Swiss
watch industry. As we also saw in our 2017
study, weaker foreign demand, softening
domestic demand and a strong Swiss
VbQ^S Q\\ S_^dY^eU d_ `_cU cYW^YpSQ^d bYc[c
to the industry, as shown in Chart 8. Since
then, risks from the rise in the gold price
(by about 50% since 2017) and a shortage
in skilled labour have also increased
substantially.

5LEVX .& :S[ [SYPH ]SY VEXI XLI RIKEXMZI MRdYIRGI SJ XLI JSPPS[MRK I\XIVREP JEGXSVW SR XLI A[MWW [EXGL MRHYWXV]2
Very high

High

Normal

Low

Very low

2%
?ERHIQMG XLVIEXW
(SARS, COVID-19, etc)

73%

?VSXIWXW
(HK protests, Yellow vests in France... )

35%

?SPMXMGEP YRGIVXEMRX]
7%
(Brexit, US elections, trade wars...)

45%

7%

47%

20%

5%

11%

9%

5%

40%

2%
@IKYPEXSV]'BE\ IRZMVSRQIRX
(import duties)

4%

18%

55%

22%

2%

7RZMVSRQIRXEP XLVIEXW

5%

38%

49%

5%

Source: Deloitte Research
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What keeps watch executives awake at
night? According to those surveyed, the
biggest cause for concern is the structure
and concentration of the industry. Just a
few brands serve as the growth engine for
the industry: these are concentrated in the
high-end segment and have considerable
control over their distribution networks.
This poses a threat to smaller brands,
independent distributors and those
suppliers who work with smaller brands.
Smartwatches continue to be seen as a
threat, although this depends on the price
SQdUW_bi o c]QbdgQdSXUc QbU \Ucc _V Q
concern for companies that manufacture
or distribute only high-end mechanical
watches.
Chart 9. What issue related to the Swiss watch
industry keeps you awake at night?

Dependence on China

Industry structure &
Lack of
COVID-19 concentration innovation
Loss of know-how

Smartwatches

Change in consumer mentality
Source: Deloitte Research

Decline in sales of quartz watches is a
XLVIEX XS XLI MRHYWXV]
As mentioned previously, annual
production of quartz watches by the Swiss
watch industry has fallen by over 10 million
units since 2011. Over 60% of respondents
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see this decline as a threat. After the
quartz crisis in the early 1980s the Swiss
watch industry rebuilt itself by producing
large quantities of entry-level to mid-range
categories of quartz watches. This provided
a strong foundation for developing the
mechanical watch segment and moving
into the luxury industry. Respondents fear
that a continuing fall in sales of entry-level
quartz watches and low-to-mid-range
mechanical watches, which are not
performing as well as in the past, could
weaken the industry in Switzerland. This
g_e\T Y^UfYdQR\i XQfU Q [^_S[*_^ UtUSd _^
prices, job losses and a loss of know-how.

Over the past decade, the Swiss watch
industry and ‘Swiss made’ label have
RUU^ QtUSdUT Ri Q^ Y^SbUQcUT c_ebSY^W
of selected watch parts from outside
Switzerland. The new ‘Swiss made’ rules
in place since 2017 have done little to
SXQ^WU dXYc+ KXYc gQc S_^pb]UT Ri dXU
watch executives surveyed, some of whom
thought that the ‘Swiss made’ legislation
has had a negative impact on low-tomid-range brands and has even resulted
in a growing preference for the use of
foreign-sourced components. Although
some high-end brands were already close
to being 100% ‘Swiss made’, a number of
players continue to rely on imports for
external parts. When production in China
came to a halt in early 2020, this became
an issue for a number of watch producers
by exposing gaps in their supply chain and
inventory. The COVID-19 pandemic may
incentivise watchmakers to relocate some
of their production back to Switzerland,
thereby protecting Swiss suppliers and
\_SQ\ Uh`UbdYcU+ KXYc g_e\T RU^Upd dXU
Swiss industry overall.
,&* AQEVX[EXGLIW1 fRHYWXV] QMWWIH XLI
FSEX
In 2017, Apple claimed to be the largest
watch brand in the world in terms of sales
volume, ahead of Rolex. Fast forward to
2019, and the Apple Watch outsold the
entire watch industry in terms of volume
with an estimated 30.7 million units
shipped worldwide (36% more than in
2018) while the Swiss watch industry in
total shipped 20.6 million units. In Q1 2020,
7.6 million units of the Apple Watch were
shipped worldwide, an increase of 23% on
Q1 2019, showing that the growth in global
demand for smartwatches continued
despite considerable headwinds from
COVID-19. During the same period, Swiss
watch exports declined by 23%. With more
than 55% of the global market share, Apple
remains the clear industry leader ahead of
Samsung and Garmin.7
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Although Apple and Samsung dominate
the smartwatch market, a number of
c]Q\\Ub ^YSXU RbQ^Tc Q^T pd^Ucc dbQS[Ubc
continue to be popular. Overall, health and
pd^Ucc*bU\QdUT Ve^SdY_^c XQfU RUU^ dXU
main driver in developing the popularity of
this market. Looking at the considerable
rate of growth, are smartwatches really a
threat for the watch industry, or are they a
WQTWUd g_b^ c_]UdY]Uc d_ cUbfU Q c`USYpS
purpose?
Chart 12 shows that the percentages of
people who wear both a smartwatch and
a traditional watch or only a smartwatch
are similar across most countries.
Smartwatches are more common in Hong
Kong, the UAE, the US, Singapore and China.

When comparing countries it is important
d_ [UU` Y^ ]Y^T TYtUbU^SUc Y^ dXU QWU
make-up of the population. The UAE has a
particularly young population, which drives
the higher demand for smartwatches.
The UK, Germany and France have the
highest percentage of traditional watch
owners. Traditional watch wearers make
up the majority of the surveyed population
in all countries, with the exception of the
UAE where the majority, 37%, prefer the
qUhYRY\Ydi _V UYdXUb Q c]Qbd _b Q dbQTYdY_^Q\
gQdSX+ FfUb 1-# _V AQ`Q^UcU Q^T 0-# _V
Americans do not wear a watch.

On average approximately 60% of
consumers in the markets we surveyed
wear either a traditional watch or both a
traditional watch and a smartwatch, this
is a positive sign that consumers are not
completely digitalised when it comes to
their timepieces, and smartwatches are not
as calamitous for the Swiss luxury watch
industry.
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Age demographics play a role in which type of watch one prefers. Baby Boomers have a clear preference for traditional watches while
dXUbU Yc Q cdb_^WUb `bUVUbU^SU V_b c]QbdgQdSXUc Q]_^W ]Y\\U^^YQ\c Q^T ?U^UbQdY_^ P+ u^S_]U \UfU\c Qd TYtUbU^d cdQWUc Y^ \YVU Q\c_ Y^qeU^SU
buying decisions, so we asked respondents what their watch buying preference would be if they had CHF5,000 (or their local currency
equivalent) to spend.
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The majority of respondents across all
eleven countries in our consumer survey
opted for a luxury watch. This is also the
case when taking age into consideration:
58% of Generation Z, 61% of millennials
and 65% of Generation X would also opt
for a luxury watch. Therefore, the desire
to own a piece of luxury craftsmanship is
strong across all generations. In Japan only
26% would choose a smartwatch, although
dXYc S_^dbQcdc gYdX dXU L9= gXUbU 13#
would choose a new smartwatch each
iUQb+ KXYc ]Qi RU TeU d_ dXU fUbi TYtUbU^d
age structures in the populations of the
two countries. In our 2017 study, a clear
majority of millennials in the UK, China and
Italy chose the luxury watch, but in 2020
dXUcU ^e]RUbc gUbU cYW^YpSQ^d\i \_gUb o
V_b dXU LB Ri /1 `UbSU^dQWU `_Y^dc) V_b udQ\i
by 15 percentage points and for China by
13 percentage points. Smartwatches are
therefore increasingly a preferred option
when money is not a consideration, but
responses to the question suggest that
luxury mechanical watches still seem to
have a bright future.

One person in three wears a smartwatch
at least some of the time and even more
among the younger generations. Did the
Swiss watch industry miss the boat when
it came to smartwatches? According to
our survey, the answer from 62% of watch
executives is Yes. The rise in popularity of
smartwatches has resulted in falling sales
_V aeQbdj gQdSXUc _fUb dXU `Qcd pfU iUQbc+
The industry has been trying to catch up
and compete in the smartwatch segment.
Tag Heuer’s Android-based Connected and
Golf watches and Tissot’s latest proprietary
smartwatch T-Touch Connected Solar
released in 2020 are interesting Swiss
\ehebi c]QbdgQdSX _tUbY^Wc) Red dXYc
segment will remain a niche market for
traditional Swiss players and is unlikely to
become mainstream.

nGU_`\U XQfU Q^ U]_dY_^Q\
connection to highend watches, they are
timeless and the result of
centuries-old know-how.”
?EWGEP @EZIWWSYH$
7\XIVREP 3eEMVW 6MVIGXSV ERH
DEXGLQEOMRK 7\TIVX$
Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie

62%

of watch executives say, that the
Swiss watch industry missed the
boat when it came to smartwatches.

One-third of watch executives see the
UtUSd _V c]QbdgQdSXUc Y^qeU^SU _^ cQ\Uc
Qc Q dXbUQd) e` Vb_] .1# Y^ _eb /-.4
study, although smartwatches are seen as
less disruptive for those companies that
manufacture or distribute primarily highend mechanical watches.
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5. Business strategies
-&) 6MKMXEPMWMRK JSV E bGSRWYQIV cVWXb
world
>QRMGLERRIP WXVEXIK]$ RI[ TVSHYGXW
and cost reduction
Over the next year brands are looking to
develop or strengthen their omnichannel
strategy, introduce new products,
reduce costs, optimise sales channels
and seek out sustainable raw material
providers (see Chart 16). For component
manufacturers, the focus is to reduce costs
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and increase R&D. More and more brands
ceSX Qc 9eTU]Qbc GYWeUd Q^T :e\WQbY QbU
optimising their sales channels by reducing
their numbers of points-of-sale. Audemars
GYWeUd Yc Q\c_ fUbdYSQ\YcY^W Ydc TYcdbYRedY_^
^Udg_b[c Y^ Q^ Ut_bd d_ cdQi S\_cUb d_ Ydc
end consumers, better control its pricing
and internalise some of its margins.
Sales of high-end watches take place
primarily in a physical retail location,
something that has not been possible

during the lockdown and there are still
capacity restrictions in a number of
countries. Normally seen as traditional,
the watch industry must now innovate in
the areas of digitalisation, e-commerce
and digital engagement along the entire
customer journey. This is why over 60% of
brands in our survey are prioritising the
development and strengthening of their
omnichannel strategy.
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To recover from the current crisis and
thrive, companies need to respond to
market developments and anticipate
the next big innovation or opportunity.
Chart 17 shows the opportunties most
mentioned by watch executives: ‘preowned’ tops the list. Besides exploring
innovations such as new materials,
distribution channels and wearable
technology, the time-honoured quality and
tradition of Swiss watchmaking maintains
its importance and also resonates in the
pre-owned market.

AIEQPIWW NSYVRI] FIX[IIR TL]WMGEP
and digital
When looking at the marketing channel
mix, the importance of digital continues
while traditional media such as print,
television and radio are losing their
importance, as illustrated in Chart 18.
Social media has increased in importance
since our 2017 study, with Instagram seen
as key to reaching out to consumers and
as a sales channel in most regions of the
world. Watch brands will therefore need
strategies for their social media and social
selling channels, particularly for connecting
to the digital native and digitally savvy
younger generations.
International watch fairs have undergone a
major reorganisation in the past few years
and COVID-19 will only accelerate a rethink
of the approach, format and importance
of these fairs in the years ahead. A
majority of industry executives believe
that smaller more personalised events
amongst selected partner brands would
RU^Upd dXU Y^Tecdbi ]_cd Y^ dXU VedebU+
The challenge for an industry that relies
largely on the emotional connection from

seeing and handling luxury watches will be
how to combine the physical and digital
experiences, so-called ‘phygital’. Recent
examples such as the Geneva Watch Days,
with virtual and in-hotel presentations, and
the rebranding and digitalisation of SIHH
to Watches & Wonders demonstrate that
the industry can adapt to the changing
environment. Maintaining visibility,
demonstrating resilience and staying
optimistic in a time of disruptive transition
will be needed if the industry is to thrive in
the future.

“Some brands have
chosen a 100% digital
marketing strategy;
Instagram and WeChat
will be at the heart of the
digital approach of the
watch industry.”
=ERYIP 7QGL$
5SRWYPXERX ERH 8SYRHIV$
Le Büro
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An increase in online marketing
and distribution channels provide
opportunities, but also carry reputational
Q^T p^Q^SYQ\ bYc[c+ =hUSedYfUc cebfUiUT
see the grey market as the biggest risk,
followed by social media and the threat
of counterfeits, particularly the so-called
’superfakes’ which are meticulous in
dXUYb TUdQY\ Q^T c_]UdY]Uc TYrSe\d d_
distinguish from the originals. To tackle
these issues, brands are starting to use
blockchain technology for end-to-end
traceability and proof of authenticity. The
Kering Group, working with French startup
Woleet, has developed digital warranty
SUbdYpSQdUc V_b Ydc L\iccU EQbTY^ RbQ^T _V
watches based on the Bitcoin blockchain.8
Breitling’s Top Time Limited Edition for
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UhQ]`\U Yc dXU RbQ^Tmc pbcd gQdSX _tUbUT
with a blockchain-based digital passport,
developed in partnership with Arianee, a
S_]`Q^i c`USYQ\YcY^W Y^ TYWYdQ\ SUbdYpSQdY_^
of valuable objects.9 Breitling announced
in mid-October that it will extend this
R\_S[SXQY^*RQcUT TYWYdQ\ SUbdYpSQdU d_ Q\\
_V Ydc gQdSXUc gYdX Y]]UTYQdU UtUSd+10
Arianee counts a number of major players
in the Swiss watch industry as members
Y^S\eTY^W 9eTU]Qbc GYWeUd) :bUYd\Y^W)
Manufacture Royale, MB&F, Roger Dubuis
and Vacheron Constantin.11
;_^ce]Ubc TYtUb gXU^ Yd S_]Uc d_ dXU
Y^qeU^SU dXQd ]Qb[UdY^W SXQ^^U\c XQfU _^
their decision to buy a watch (see Chart
.6&+ GbY^d QTfUbdYcU]U^dc QbU cdY\\ ]_cd

Y^qeU^dYQ\ Y^ JgYdjUb\Q^T Q^T ?Ub]Q^i)
while in France, China and the UK in-store
events have the greatest impact on
purchasing decisions. Social media and
Y^qeU^SUbc QbU Y^SbUQcY^W Y^ Y]`_bdQ^SU
Q^T QbU ]_bU UtUSdYfU Y^ @_^W B_^W) dXU
UAE and Singapore, and radio and TV are
still quite important in many countries.
This shows how critical it is for brands to
get their marketing channel mix right and
adapt to local preferences. Consistently
measuring the impact of an advertising
campaign across multiple channels
and geographies will help brands make
informed, data-driven decisions about
which channels to invest in.
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4VMRKMRK XLI FVERH XS PMJI
The in-store experience is an essential part
of the customer journey and will continue
to be vital as customers place greater
emphasis on authentic brand experiences.
:bQ^Tc Q^T bUdQY\Ubc ]ecd SbUQdYfU\i p^T
ways to bring their story and products
to life, to add value for the customer
experience. Combining the physical and
digital shopping experience not only
creates a seamless journey for customers,
but also increases resilience should
another lockdown happen.
For example Hublot launched a virtual
digital boutique, where clients can log in
on their smartphones and connect via
video call to an assistant who then shows
high resolution images and videos of the
watches. This hybrid store is currently
available in the US and China and allows

Hublot to maintain a tailored customer
service even in a virtual space.12 The
current crisis has acted as a catalyst to
accelerate existing digitalisation projects.
uN;mc bUSU^d\i bU*\Qe^SXUT qQWcXY`
boutique in Zürich enables visitors to
experience the connection between
engineering excellence in watchmaking and
motorsport through an interactive, digitally
enhanced and immersive experience.
Augmented reality, interactive shop
windows and visual merchandising that
connects with both WeChat and IWC.com
demonstrate the company’s innovative
approach to ensuring a seamless
continuation of the customer journey in
both the physical and digital space.13

Executives are looking to implement
experiential marketing for brands, a
mobile-driven workforce and mobile
apps to enhance their in-store customer
experience, as shown in Chart 20.
Experiential activities go a long way
towards strengthening brand loyalty
and mobile tools gives brands and
retailers the opportunity to adapt to
changing consumer behaviours in the
way they browse, research and buy. New
technologies like augmented reality or
virtual reality are also options, but are not
prioritised at the moment.
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Another channel to watch in the future is
watch rentals. The principle of the sharing
economy is already a part of many aspects
of life, such as transport, hospitality or even
fashion. Sharing rather than owning is more
fashionable especially among the younger
generations. In Switzerland, both Dials and
KY]UdQdY_^ _tUb _^U*_t bU^dQ\c V_b Q cUd
period, or a membership programme with
Q phUT `bYSU `Ub ]_^dX WYfY^W ceRcSbYRUbc
the ability to rent between three to six
watches per year. Among the consumers
surveyed, approximately 30% are likely to
consider watch rentals in the future.

`bU*_g^UT %l;GFm& _tUbY^W) gXYSX gQc dXU
case for brands like MB&F or Christophe
Claret; acquiring an already established
player such as when Richemont bought
NQdSXp^TUb $ ;_ Y^ /-.58 _b cY]`\i
Q^^_e^SY^W Q `bU*_g^UT _tUbY^W) \Y[U
9eTU]Qbc GYWeUd+ F^ dXU TYcdbYRedY_^
side, large players like Les Ambassadeurs
and Bucherer have also started tapping
into this market. Bucherer is taking a dual
approach, acquiring Tourneau, a large US
distributor already active in pre-owned
watches, and also launching its own
:eSXUbUb SUbdYpUT `bU*_g^UT RecY^Ucc+

which saw sales increase as retail locations
shut and more traditional brands took time
to get up to speed with their e-commerce
_tUbY^Wc+

-&* BLI TVI%S[RIH QEVOIX LIEXW YT
While Swiss watch brands have been
V_SecY^W dXUYb Ut_bdc _^ TUfU\_`Y^W TYWYdQ\
platforms and reshaping their distribution
strategy to engage more directly with
end-customers, another growing trend has
been the interest among buyers for the
pre-owned market.

The aim of the large brands and groups
is twofold: to grab a share of this growing
]Qb[Ud d_ S_e^dUb dXU SiS\YSQ\ UtUSdc _V dXU
industry, and to grow sales of new watches
via trade-in programmes. This strategy,
long used by the car industry, could help
trigger new sales of watches if properly
implemented.

“We are a tech-driven
company that provides
a platform to bring the
SUbdYpUT `bU*_g^UT gQdSX
market to the next level
with our agile approach.”

Luxury brands have long stayed away from
the pre-owned watch market. Within the
past three years however large brands and
groups have started to enter this important
and potentially lucrative segment. This
has been accomplished in several ways:
dXb_eWX \Qe^SXY^W dXUYb _g^ SUbdYpUT

A number of leading players in the preowned market started as e-commerce
platforms from the outset giving them the
infrastructure and agility needed to serve
customers uninterrupted when COVID-19
XYd+ NQdSX:_h) Q bUdQY\Ub) Q^T ;Xb_^_/1) Q
marketplace, are two such platforms, both

It is important for Swiss players to protect
their brand equity and ensure that their
watches retain value as a good investment.
Maintaining monetary, brand and
emotional value have become key decision
factors in driving today’s pre-owned
market. Brands with the strongest value
retention, both actual and perceived, are
the industry leaders.

?EXVMO :SeQERR$
7\IGYXMZI CMGI ?VIWMHIRX$
WatchBox
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Select blue chip brands are making the
most of pre-owned sales, with Rolex,
GQdU[ GXY\Y``U Q^T 9eTU]Qbc GYWeUd dQ[Y^W
the lead; but other brands like Vacheron
Constantin, Zenith and Longines and
smaller independent brands such
Qc IYSXQbT DY\\U) >+G+ A_eb^U Q^T D:$>
are growing in popularity with collectors.
Driving the value of pre-owned watches
is the overall condition of the watch and
the completeness of the set: a full set with
_bYWY^Q\ R_h Q^T SUbdYpSQdY_^ `Q`Ubc SQ^
warrant a 20-30% premium. As rarity is
one of the biggest drivers of value, limited
editions and discontinued watches are the
best place to invest.

9c ;XQbd /0 cX_gc) _^U `Ubc_^ Y^ pfU Y^
our survey indicated that they were likely to
buy a pre-owned luxury wristwatch
in the next year. In the past, purchasing
a pre-owned watch had to be from a
special auction house, but now it can be
done via the internet. In September 2020,
NQdSXp^TUb _`U^UT Q R_edYaeU Y^cYTU
Geneva’s Bongénie department store to
add to their network of boutiques and
showrooms in New York, Hong Kong,
De^YSX) GQbYc) Q^T C_^T_^+ K_ UcdQR\YcX
and maintain trust in this market, it is
fYdQ\ d_ XQfU Q mSUbdYpUT `bU*_g^UTm %;GF&
guarantee. The timepieces are tested,
]QY^dQY^UT Q^T SUbdYpUT Ri dXU TUQ\Ubc)
and are provided with a right of return

61% unlikely
28%

21%
15%

14%

The growth prospects for the pre-owned
market are likely to improve with a growing
demand for vintage watches and the desire
among the younger generations to own top
vintage watches. For the cost-conscious
consumer, investing in a pre-owned watch
SQ^ RU Q S_cd*UtUSdYfU gQi d_ `ebSXQcU
aeQ\Ydi `YUSUc) Q^T V_b dX_cU gYdX p^Q^SYQ\
means, they can be a valuable investment.

“In the long term, brands
that can maintain their
value in the secondary
market will come out on
top; buying a valuable
watch becomes an
investment.”

5LEVX *+& :S[ PMOIP] MW MX XLEX ]SY [MPP FY] E TVI%S[RIH PY\YV]
wristwatch in the next 12 months?
21% likely

and guarantee from the watchmaker.
This is how dealers and online portals
can eliminate the fear of fraud and
counterfeiting..1

12%

7%
3%

Very
likely

Somewhat
likely

Source: Deloitte Research
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Undecided

Somewhat
unlikely

Very
unlikely

Not
interested

Don’t
know

=ERYIP 7QGL$
5SRWYPXERX ERH 8SYRHIV$
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-&+ AYWXEMREFMPMX]1 BLI JYXYVI MW KVIIR
G_\YdYSQ\) c_SYQ\ Q^T US_^_]YS Ti^Q]YSc
continue to increase the importance of
sustainability. As highlighted in Deloitte
Switzerland’s recent study,
15
cecdQY^QRY\Ydi XQc ZecdYpQR\i
taken on strategic importance for both
governments and business, including
the watch industry. Consumers are
increasingly looking at a brand’s green
credentials to inform their purchasing
decisions, particularly among millennials
and Generation Z, who are known to be
conscious consumers.
The Swiss watch industry also recognises
the increasing importance of sustainability
and ethics across its entire value chain,
be it in the form of recycling/upcycling
materials, responsible sourcing, looking
into animal product alternatives, or
reducing their overall carbon footprint.

An increasing number of Swiss watch
brands and suppliers are members of
the Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC),
the world’s leading standard-setting
organisation for the jewellery and watch
industry. The RJC and its members are
helping to transform supply chains to
become more sustainable, in order to
underpin trust in the industry.
Almost 90% of the executives surveyed
believe that sustainability is an important
issue for the Swiss watch industry.
However, only half actively communicate
their initiatives and less than one-third
publish a sustainability report.
Over recent years, large luxury groups
have started to communicate their ESG
goals more extensively. Driving the focus
for greater transparency are changing
consumer demands, a desire by the
company itself to be more sustainable and

dXU ]UTYQ+ u^ /-.5) uN; RUSQ]U dXU pbcd
luxury Swiss watch company to produce a
sustainability report in line with the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards.16
Supply chain transparency will be
important or very important in the next
pfU iUQbc V_b 56# _V UhUSedYfUc+ KXbUU*
quarters of respondents work with raw
material suppliers who ethically and
sustainably source their material.
With the help of blockchain, Gübelin
has developed a digital logbook for
gemstones, in which all transactions (and
their locations) from origin to sale are
stored in a form that cannot be altered
or manipulated. This record provides
transparency never seen before, and over
200 mines already use this procedure.17

5LEVX *,& AXEXIQIRXW SR XLI XSTMG SJ WYWXEMREFMPMX]

Do you believe sustainabilty is an important topic
for the Swiss watch industry in 2020 and beyond?

89%

Do you communicate about your sustainability

Do you publish a sustainability report?

49%
31%

Source: Deloitte Research
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In the fashion and luxury sector in general,
there is an accelerating shift towards
sustainability with designers and jewellers
focusing on eco-friendly materials and
upcycling. The Swatch Group recently
released a ‘1983 collection’ made from two
newly-introduced bio-sourced materials
extracted from the seeds of the castor
plant, while the packaging, made of an
innovative mix based on potato and
tapioca starch, is fully biodegradable and
can be recycled with paper waste or even
composted at home.18 Richemont via
its Baume brand (now part of Baume &
DUbSYUb& gQc dXU pbcd gQdSX RbQ^T d_ ecU
recycled/upcycled materials and exclude
the use of animal skin and precious metals.
A number of brands are also using recycled
materials to produce their wristbands in
select watches: Breitling uses Econyl, a
^i\_^ Vb_] QRQ^T_^UT pcXY^W ^Udc) Q^T ;Qb\
>+ :eSXUbUb ecUc bUS_fUbUT G=K R_dd\Uc+
GQS[QWY^W Yc c_]UdY]Uc cUU^ Qc Q^
extension of the product itself. In 2019, as
26

part of its commitment to clean oceans,
Oris released two limited-edition Aquis
diving watches which come in a box made
from 30% algae.19 IWC is designing smaller,
higher quality packaging to reduce the
weight and volume of its materials by 30%.20
On average over 50% of consumers
surveyed consider sustainability when
purchasing a watch and this number will
continue to increase in the years ahead.
As social and environment concerns
grow, this could be an opportunity for the
Swiss watch industry to gain a competitive
advantage, so that high quality Swiss
watches lasting generations become the
ultimate sustainable purchase.

89%

say that supply chain transparency
will be important or very important
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6. Conclusion
The Swiss watch industry is in a phase of
accelerated transformation that will last
beyond 2020. Recent years have shown
that the industry is resilient; the pandemic
gives it a new opportunity to show again
how agile and adaptable it can be.
Large brands and those focused on the
high-end segment, and their suppliers,
have weathered the current crisis well;
but the low-to-mid-range segments will
struggle in the coming months and will
need to adapt accordingly. Further industry
concentration will ensue, favouring larger
brands, but independent and smaller
brands are also well placed to thrive. Their
size can be an advantage, by providing the
agility and creativity to respond to changing
consumer tastes and industry dynamics.
While COVID-19 has fast-tracked the
transition to e-commerce and social selling
channels for brands that have traditionally
shied away from such platforms, this

SXQ^WU gY\\ _^\i `b_fU RU^UpSYQ\ V_b
the industry in the long-term by giving
consumers the opportunity to buy watches
wherever and however they choose.
Customer-centricity will be a critical issue
in the years ahead: consumers are looking
for personalised, authentic and consistent
Uh`UbYU^SUc gYdX RbQ^Tc Y^ R_dX dXU _sY^U
and online spaces. Engagement through
digital channels will introduce brands to an
even wider potential customer base.
The future is not fully virtual, however.
GQbdYSe\Qb\i Y^ dXU \ehebi gQdSX cUW]U^d)
building relationships, establishing trust
and providing exceptional service are
TYrSe\d d_ QSXYUfU Y^ dXU TYWYdQ\ c`QSU+
Using augmented reality to visualise a luxury
timepiece on your wrist evokes far less
emotion than experiencing it in real life.

Investing in quality, tradition and durability
will continue to be a unique selling point for
the industry at a time when consumers are
hopefully shifting to quality over quantity.
This investment in quality, in assets that
retain value even in times of uncertainty,
is testament to the thriving pre-owned
market, a segment with considerable, and
demonstrable, growth potential.
With the second wave of the COVID
`Q^TU]YS SebbU^d\i QtUSdY^W =eb_`U Q^T
the US, no one can say for certain how long
the crisis will last. However, as the country’s
third largest exporter and a pillar of the
Swiss economy, the Swiss watch industry
will adapt and recover. Regardless of how
the pandemic plays out, the watch industry
will look back on the year 2020 as the year
of accelerated transformation.

Shifting consumer behaviours will also
hasten the shift towards sustainability. This
is a positive development for the industry.
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